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Abstract
The nonlinear extension of the balancing procedure requires
the case of state dependent quadratic forms for the energy
functions, i.e., the nonlinear extensions of the linear Grami-
ans are state dependent matrices. These extensions have
some interesting ambiguities that do not occur in the linear
case. Namely, the choice of the state dependent matrix in the
semi-quadratic form is not unique, and therefore may result
in different eigenvalues. The introduction of so-called null-
matrices is useful for the analysis of this problem. Further-
more, the concept of norm-preserving transformations pro-
vides further insight on these ambiguities. This paper pro-
vides a detailed analysis of this phenomenon and outlines
some future directions for research.
1 Introduction
The notion of balanced realizations for nonlinear state space
model reduction problems was first introduced by Scherpen
in [12, 13]. Analogous to the Gramians matrices used in the
linear case, e.g. [8], controllability and observability (en-
ergy) functions are used to determine how important each
state component is in influencing the input-output map of
the system. These functions are then transformed, through
a change of coordinates, into a simultaneous diagonal form
in order to identify the so called singular value functions of
the system. In the linear case, these functions are equivalent
to the square of the (constant) Hankel singular values of the
system. State truncation is finally accomplished by examin-
ing the singular value functions in a neighborhood of   and
deleting states that correspond to the smallest singular value
functions in a local sense.
The procedure for nonlinear balancing, however, has some
interesting ambiguities that do not occur in the linear case.
Specifically, it appears that the singular value functions de-
fined in [12, 13] are dependent on a particular factorization
of the observability function which follows from the Funda-
mental Theorem of Integral Calculus. It has been shown in
[3, 4] that in a fixed coordinate frame this factorization is
not unique, and thus other distinct definitions for the singu-
lar value functions are possible. Of course, this is of great
concern in model reduction applications, e.g., [9, 10], since
decisions about state deletion should only depend on the co-
ordinate frame of the state space and on intrinsic qualities of
input-output map. In this paper we give a thorough analy-
sis of this problem, consider what is required for a balancing
procedure to be consistent, and study the role of norm pre-
serving and orthogonal coordinate transformations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the back-
ground for the problem is provided by reviewing some stan-
dard definitions in connection with nonlinear balanced real-
izations. Furthermore, the nature of our main problem is ex-
plained and illustrated with an example. In Section 3, we
first consider the non-uniqueness of energy function factor-
izations via so called null matrix functions, as given in [3, 4].
Section 4 studies norm preserving coordinate transforma-
tions, and studies the effect of such transformations on singu-
lar value functions. Also, orthogonal coordinate transforma-
tions, which are a subclass of norm preserving transforma-
tions, are considered, and it is shown that they exhibit “sin-
gular value function” preserving properties. In Section 5 we
present the requirements for a consistent factorization proce-
dure for energy functions and balancing coordinate transfor-
mations. We conclude that the procedure which follows from
the Fundamental Theorem of Integral Calculus does not ful-
fill these requirements. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize
our conclusions.
The mathematical notation used throughout is fairly stan-
dard. Vector norms are represented by  
	 for
  . ﬀﬂﬁﬃ represents the set of Lebesgue measur-





' . If ,+
 .-/0  is a differen-
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tiable function, then its partial derivative 1  
132
will be the row
vector of partial derivatives 1  
13254
where 67985:ﬂ:ﬂ:;;< .
2 The nature of the problem
In this section, the background for the problem is first briefly
outlined by reviewing some standard definitions in connec-
tion with nonlinear balanced realizations. All of this mate-
rial has been adapted from [12, 13]. Then a simple example
is provided to illustrate the non-uniqueness phenomena con-
sidered in this paper.





be a system defined in terms of local coordinates on = with
F&('ﬂﬃIJ K and G L'ﬂﬃ*M N . We assume that ? , C and H are
smooth on = , ?@   ﬃO   and H@   ﬃP   . The corresponding
controllability and observability functions (or energy func-
tions, collectively) for such a system are defined below.
Definition 2.1 The controllability and observability func-






























when &   ﬃlm , and FUL'ﬂﬃE   for  n 'porq .
In order for a balanced realization to exist, the following
properties of the system are assumed throughout the paper:
1. ? is asymptotically stable on some neighborhood s of
 
.
2. The system Q?R;CﬂH@ﬃ is zero-state observable on s .
3. BS and  j exist and are smooth on s .
The next collection of results form the core of the standard
nonlinear balancing procedure. The lemma below is just a
specialization of the Fundamental Theorem of Integral Cal-
culus.
Lemma 2.1 [7] Let  be a smooth real-valued function on
























ﬃ , and in fact any factorization











ﬃ . The following lemma comes from applying
Morse’s Lemma to BS [7], and the above lemma twice to  j .
Lemma 2.2 For a system Q?R;CﬂH@ﬃ with corresponding en-







, defined on a neighborhood t
















with  an <mŁD< symmetric matrix-valued function having




























ﬃ . In order to diagonalize  , the following
technical lemma is needed.
Lemma 2.3 [5] If there exists a neighborhood t of   , where
the number of distinct eigenvalues of  is constant every-
where t , then the eigenvalues and orthonormalized eigen-




Theorem 2.1 For a system Q?R;CﬂH@ﬃ satisfying the condi-
tion in Lemma 2.3, there exists a coordinate transforma-




, defined on a neighborhood 





























The set of functions  z , 6£83ﬂ::ﬂ:d< are called the singular
value functions of Q?RC@HEﬃ . The final step of this balancing
procedure is given below.
Theorem 2.2 For the system in Theorem 2.1, there exists a
coordinate transformation ¤¦¥Bﬀﬃ , ¥B   ﬃ£   , defined on






























































! for 67985:ﬂ:ﬂ:{;< .






















































































































To illustrate the non-uniqueness features in the above balanc-
ing procedure, consider the following example.
Example 2.1 Consider the system well defined on an open


























































ﬃ . The corresponding energy











































































































































































Since  is constant in this representation, the singular





ﬀﬃ@8 in the diagonalized coordinate frame mQRﬃ .
The situation is, however, more complex than it first appears.
























where ¬ |  ¬  ½ _ ¾   ﬃ , the ring of smooth real-valued













, another input-normal form in the same
















































































. For most choices
of ¬ |  ¬  , the condition in Lemma 2.3 is satisfied, and thus
 is smoothly diagonalizable. Consider, for example, the
case: ¬ | ﬂUﬃO¯ | and ¬ Rﬂ&ﬃ&®@ . Then it follows that the


























































































































Thus, it is clear that a different factorization of Bj , via
the introduction of the matrix-valued function
¼
, leads to
a different set of singular value functions. Note, however,



























i=1,2. This is also illustrated in Figure 1. However, notice in
Figure 2 that this result does not hold for every set of ¬ z func-
tions. Furthermore, observe that any coordinate transforma-
tion of the form yÄELÅ¤ﬃ@mÆÇLÅXﬃ(Å with Æ 	 LÅXﬃ(ÆÇLÅ¤ﬃ@ÁÈ
transforms the energy functions in (2) to yet another input-
normal/output-diagonal form after applying the diagonaliz-
























































. Thus seemingly dif-
ferent sets of singular value functions are potentially related
by an orthogonal coordinate transformation, but that is not
readily apparent in this example. In the next section these
issues are considered in detail.
3 A source of non-uniqueness
In this section a source of non-uniqueness in computing the
singular value functions of a system is presented: the addi-
tion of a null matrix function.
Let t be an open neighborhood of   , and let ½ _ QtXﬃ de-
note the Abelian ring of smooth real-valued functions de-
fined on t . (Addition and multiplication are defined in the




QtXﬃ;ﬃ denote the set of <ÀŁJ< matrices with com-
ponents from ½ _ tﬃ . Using the usual notions of matrix
addition and multiplication,  ~ Q½ _ tﬃﬃ is an associative
ring with identity [2]. The subset Î ~ ½ _ Qtﬃﬃ consists of all
symmetric matrices in  ~½ _ QtXﬃ;ﬃ . The following subset
of ÎÏ~½ _ QtXﬃ;ﬃ is most relevant in this paper.
Definition 3.1 The subset ÐDtﬃPuÎ ~ Q½ _ QtXﬃ;ﬃ is the set of















ÐDQtÇﬃ is called a null matrix function on t . Some
properties of ÐDtﬃ are considered in the following lemma,
and then an application of this idea is given in the subsequent
lemma.
Lemma 3.1 For any neighborhood t of   , the following
statements are true:
i. ÐDtﬃ is a vector space over Ò .




is the only constant matrix in
ÐDtﬃ .
iv. The relation ÕÔ, 
Ö  °   JÐDQtXﬃ is an
equivalence relation on ÎÏ~Q½ _ tﬃﬃ .
Proof : Proofs of these statements are elementary.




















Proof : The proof is trivial using the fact that the equivalence
on the left-hand side also implies     ﬃl      ﬃ
An interesting observation about the set ÐDtﬃ is its relation-
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Now given any symmetric element ßvaÈ Þ , it is immediate








However, it is easy to find examples of null matrices with










Hence, the usual methods associated with matrix groups do
not completely describe the nature of ÐaQtXﬃ .
Returning now to the main problem, it was observed in





tﬃ;ﬃ does not imply equivalence of
their respective pointwise spectra. This is a fundamental
source of non-uniqueness in the calculation of the singular
value functions of a system. However, it is still possible to
make some general statements relating their spectra. This is
done using the following results, from which the proofs can
be found in [3, 4].





















































































Next consider the following result from matrix perturbation
theory adapted from [1] (see p. 163).










































































































































Now we can relate the singular value functions on the coor-
dinate axes of different factorizations as follows [3, 4].
Theorem 3.2 Suppose  Î ~ Q½ _ tﬃﬃ and     ﬃ is sim-
ple. Let
Ú
 z ; z Ü denote the smoothly defined eigenvalue and
orthonormal eigenvector pairs for  on a neighborhood



















the diagonalized coordinate frame ¤v ] | (&ﬃ for  , the
eigenvalues of  and   are equivalent to first order along








































































The lefthand side of this identity is only equivalent
to the true singular value functions for   if the (or-
thogonal) diagonalizing transformation   9(  ﬃ ] | (&ﬃ




(&ﬃ for  . This is the case in Example 2.1
from the previous section,  and   are simultane-
ously diagonalized by the same coordinate transforma-
tion. In Figure 3, the theorem is illustrated for this ex-
ample using various sets of ¬ z functions. The effect of an
orthogonal coordinate transformation on singular value
functions is considered in the next section.
2. In general the identity (3) is not true to second order
or higher. However, if matrix ß |    in the proof of
Theorem 3.2 then equality up to second order follows
from the expression for  \ dc
z
in Theorem 3.1. This is
exactly the case in Example 2.1 for the first choice of
functions ¬ | and ¬  .
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Figure 3: Coordinate axis cross sections of the functions  |

















û;W(YL  ﬃ (marked ‘+’).
4 Norm preserving coordinate trans-
formations
A smooth coordinate transformation J÷ÄELÅ¤ﬃ is said to be
norm preserving on a convex neighborhood of the origin, ¡ ,






, it follows directly from Lemma 2.1 that there ex-
ists at least one factorization of the form Ä@(ÅXﬃÆÇLÅXﬃ(Å


















ÐDQ¡ﬃ . In the context of energy functions, norm preserving
transformations are interesting because they preserve input-
















A specific class of norm preserving transformations are
the so called orthogonal transformations, which are char-
acterized by having a factorization Ä@(ÅXﬃ*ýÆÇLÅ¤ﬃLÅ where
Æ
	
LÅ¤ﬃLÆÇ(ÅXﬃPÀÈ for all Åâà¡ . In the following theorem,
it is observed that orthogonal coordinate transformations also
preserve the singular value functions in a natural sense.
Theorem 4.1 Consider a system Q?RC@HEﬃ with singular
value functions Tz , 67985:ﬂ::d;< derived from a specific input-











orthogonal coordinate transformation, ,Ä@(ÅXﬃfÁÆÇ(ÅXﬃLÅ ,












where MQﬀﬃ and Å ÉË G ﬃ are diagonalizing transfor-
mations for  þ¾ﬃ and  Ä@;þ¾ﬃ;ﬃ , respectively.
Proof : After applying the coordinate transformation Ä and

















Hence, it follows that the matrices  QÄELÅ¤ﬃ;ﬃ and É (ÅXﬃ
have the same eigenvalues for each Å . To compute the sin-
gular value functions starting from É þ¾ﬃ , use the fact that





































































where G  É ]
|
LÅ¤ﬃ is the diagonalized coordinate frame for
É

LÅ¤ﬃ . Equating the diagonal terms on the righthand side of














Hence, the theorem is proven.
In Example 2.1, the first set of singular value functions were
the constant values  | ﬀﬃO i and 7QRﬃOý8 . Thus, in light
of equation (4), they are invariant under all orthogonal co-
ordinate transformations. This eliminates the possibility that










Ü derived from adding a null
matrix. The next theorem, describes the effect of a general
norm preserving coordinate transformation on a given set of
singular value functions. This result is a combination of The-
orems 3.2 and 4.1 and provides more possibilities to relate
the various non-uniqueness phenomena.
Theorem 4.2 Consider a system ?RC@HEﬃ with singular
value functions  z , 6P83ﬂ:ﬂ::< derived from a specific input-













fined on a neighborhood t of   with  Î ~ ½ _ QtXﬃ;ﬃ
and     ﬃ simple. Any norm preserving coordinate trans-
formation, MvÄELÅXﬃEÀÆÇLÅ¤ﬃLÅ , yields the following singu-
lar value functions expressed in the diagonalized coordinate











































ﬃ are the diagonalizing transformation for  ;þ¾ﬃ
and  Ä@;þ(ﬃﬃ , respectively.
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As before,  has the same eigenvalues as   , and ß is a null
matrix. Along the 6 -th coordinate direction and sufficiently










































































































































































































This proves the theorem.
The orthogonal transformations that are considered in The-
orem 4.1 are a special case of the norm preserving transfor-
mations that are considered in Theorem 4.2. In general we
prefer to work with orthogonal transformations due to their
“eigenvalue” preserving properties. The following theorem
gives conditions under which an orthogonal transformation
can be subtracted from a given norm preserving transforma-
tion.
Theorem 4.3 Suppose that LUﬃ@,tLUﬃL is a smooth, non-
singular, norm preserving coordinate transformation on an
open neighborhood ¡ of 0, i.e., E(&ﬃ 	 LUﬃ¤® 	  , and





ÈàÐDQ¡ﬃ . Define a smooth <ÁŁº< matrix ﬀ×(&ﬃ such that
ﬀ×LUﬃLM
  for all  ¡ . Then E(&ﬃQtÇLUﬃPAﬁﬀ×LUﬃ;ﬃL
is an orthogonal transformation if ﬀ×(&ﬃ fulfills the following












Proof : By definition QtÇLUﬃ
Aﬃﬀ×LUﬃ;ﬃ( is an orthogonal fac-




Rewriting the latter equation, and using the expression for
¼
(&ﬃ yields (7).
5 A coordinate free factorization pro-
cedure
In this section we formulate a problem that involves the
search for a kind of “canonical” factorization procedure
that exhibits some kind of consistency under arbitrary non-
singular coordinate transformations. In particular, if two sys-
tems that are related by a non-singular coordinate transfor-
mation are brought into balanced form by the same proce-
dure, then one would like to obtain diagonal forms that do
not differ by a null matrix, i.e., their singular value functions
will be identical.
Problem: Consider the smooth realization
Q?ELUﬃQ;CE(&ﬃHELUﬃ;ﬃ with a smooth energy function (&ﬃ ,
which is related via a smooth non-singular coordinate





HEQﬀﬃﬃ with energy function ﬀﬃQÄ ]
|
Qﬀﬃﬃ .








. It is well known that on a convex neighborhood
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where the entries of t(&ﬃ ,  LUﬃ and  ﬀﬃ are smooth















QÄELUﬃ;ﬃQÄELUﬃ . Furthermore, for all factorizations it is
clear that     ﬃP÷tX   ﬃ 	     ﬃQtÇ   ﬃ . The main question is
whether there exist a systematic factorization procedure to






































It is easily verified by example that a procedure based on
Lemma 2.1, resulting from the Fundamental Theorem of In-
tegral Calculus, does not exhibit the required property (8),
except when restricted to linear systems. Furthermore, in or-
der to yield the usual linear case, an additional property for
the procedure is required. Namely,
Additional requirement: If the coordinate transformation
Ä@(&ﬃ is linear, then the factorization procedure should pro-
duce a constant matrix, i.e., t(&ﬃ is a constant matrix. If
the energy function LUﬃ is a true quadratic form, then the
factorization procedure must result in a constant matrix, i.e.,

LUﬃ is a constant matrix.
Observe that with this additional requirement, it follows im-
mediately that for norm preserving transformations, the pro-
cedure will produce an orthogonal factorization. Namely,
since  (&ﬃP»È and  QRﬃOyÈ , then from (8) the required
procedure results in tXLUﬃ 	 t(&ﬃlmÈ .
6 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a study of energy functions which
are state dependent quadratic forms, i.e., quadratic forms
with a state dependent matrix. The factorization into state
dependent quadratic forms is not unique, and thus different
state dependent matrices result in distinct eigenvalue func-
tions. This has among others consequences for nonlinear bal-
ancing methods, the corresponding singular value functions
and model reduction.
In order to characterize different factorizations, so-called
null matrices were introduced. It was shown that at least lo-
cally, to first order, the singular value functions are unique.
Furthermore, preserve the singular value functions exactly in
a natural sense. However, in general, there is a need for a co-
ordinate free factorization procedure, one that results in the
same singular value functions, starting from any admissible
state space system. The search for such a procedure is a topic
of future research.
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